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“Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”
— John 8:32 (New International Version)

As we reminded you last issue, in this one we are continuing the tradition of

Carlos’ memorable series, “Who Runs the World?” (August-October 2013 in the
LMR). Carlos kicks off a 2-parter while Bob begins a 3-part series. It is ironic that
things worked out this way, because we hadn’t coordinated beforehand. Both of us
independently decided we needed to do some deep historical digging to figure out:
How did we GET here?
As you’ll see, the paths we took are different. Carlos focuses on individuals with
great political power and wealth, while Bob focuses on the intellectuals who
provide them with the rhetorical framework they need to exercise their domination
over the masses.
We do not claim that we have all the answers, but we are confident that the facts
we have discovered and now report, will help the reader to make better assessments
of what’s coming. Even in narrow financial considerations, it’s critical for people
to know whether (say) everything happening is a sincere attempt at protecting
people from various dangers—such as climate change, terrorism, and of course, the
coronavirus—or whether each wave of measures is part of a broader campaign with
less noble goals.
As a final note before diving into our respective new series, we both want to stress
that ours is not a counsel of despair. As Christians, we know the battle against the
forces of evil has already been won; the rest of history is a mopping-up operation.
Even so, it’s useful to gain a better understanding of what we’re up against so that
we won’t be taken by surprise in the coming months and years.
Sincerely,
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
E l e c t i o n G o e s P o s ta l

Faithful readers will remember that back in November 2019, Bob wrote an article on how America
could end up with two presidents after the 2020 election. Although it may have seemed farfetched,
currently both sides are laying the foundation for disputing the results. Specifically, Trump is arguing
that mail-in voting can’t be trusted—and he even asked rhetorically on Twitter if the election should
be postponed! Meanwhile, the Democrats are warning that Trump’s man heading the Post Office
(Louis DeJoy, who was appointed Postmaster General on June 15), is going to deliberately delay
mail delivery going into the election. The following tweet is a good sample of how the arguments
are already raging:

The point isn’t to referee these disputes. Rather, the point is to warn our readers that this upcoming
election is going to be more heavily disputed than any previous one in our lifetimes. Even if things go
smoothly, because of delays in receiving and counting mail-in ballots, the (ostensible) winner might
not be announced for days. Plan accordingly.

Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
Va c c i n e V e x at i o n

Amidst all the other fighting that the next year entails, be prepared for battles over vaccination. Here
again, we are not taking a stand on the purely medical issue of whether any of the various vaccines
under development will prove to be safe and/or effective in providing (at least some) immunity to
SARS-CoV-2. Rather, we are pointing out that regardless of the particulars, there will be a chorus
calling for mandatory vaccinations, counterbalanced by a very vocal minority denouncing such
measures as outrageous.
At least initially—and in line with the “Fabian strategy” discussed in Bob’s article later in this
issue—Americans probably won’t see an outright vaccine mandate. Instead, the authorities can
nudge the public in this direction with a “soft touch.” For example, public schools can of course
insist on vaccination as a condition of entry for students, and the government has lots of leverage
(even just considering something as trivial as providing bus service) over the private schools, so they
could be pressured to follow suit.
Moreover, right now various states have policies on self-quarantining for travelers. If a vaccine
becomes available, we could easily imagine certain governors tweaking their rules, such that inbound travelers have to isolate for two weeks unless they can prove they have been vaccinated.
To repeat, we aren’t here taking a stand on whether it is a good or bad idea to personally consider
getting a vaccine shot against the coronavirus. Instead, we are pointing out one obvious way in
which the authorities can use this crisis in order to gain more control over the public. Just six
months ago it would have been inconceivable that American citizens would have to “provide papers
please” when crossing state lines, and yet that type of thing is already happening for those coming
from “covid hot spots.”

Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
G DP Q ua rt er C ol l a p se

According to the “advance estimate” put out by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) at the end
of July, the headlines announced that in the second quarter real GDP fell by an astonishing 32.9
percent, by far the biggest quarterly move on record.

Now to be clear, this figure is an annualized rate. The actual reduction in real output from the 1st to
the 2nd quarter was “only” about 9.5 percent. But if you extrapolate, falling ~9.5 percent per quarter
would make you lose 32.9 percent after four such quarters. Also to avoid confusion, we should say
that there is nothing unusual about this procedure; the BEA always reports its GDP changes in
terms of an annualized rate. It’s just that normally, the changes are so small that this distinction isn’t
that important.

Pulse on the Market
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The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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For many years I—along with many of
you, I’m sure—have noticed that the various
attacks on our freedoms have seemed coordinated. Whatever the particular issue—be
it the economy, terrorism, the environment,
obesity, education, retirement, drug abuse,
police brutality, or the novel coronavirus—it
always seems like the “answer” is to grow the
power of the State and further erode individual liberty.
As someone who’s been fighting in the
war of ideas since college, I have come to
a regrettable conclusion: My side is getting
trounced. Even though the defenders of human liberty have the best arguments, both
theoretical and empirical, on these various
issues, the “front” on the battlefield keeps
shifting, while we continually retreat. Even
in those arenas where there have been definite improvements, most notably the reduction in marginal income tax rates in the
United States (and in many other countries)
dating from the Reagan-Thatcher revolution, it seems we are just being softened up
before the kill: We’ve got major economists
clamoring for confiscatory rates in the 70%+
range, while political figures like Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez are openly calling to eliminate billionaires. If Biden wins the election,
it’s anybody’s guess how large of a tax hike
his administration would push through.

“This Time Is Different”
Besides noting the gradual erosion, I must
also highlight the fact that when a crisis

strikes, the public still rushes to the arms of
Big Brother. This happened after the 9/11
attacks, the financial crisis in 2008, and of
course earlier this year with Covid-19. On
each occasion, I was amazed at how readily
the American public trusted whatever information their political leaders spooned out,
even though polls show that this same public endorses “conspiracy theories” about the

When a crisis strikes, the public still
rushes to the arms of Big Brother.
This happened after the 9/11
attacks, the financial crisis in 2008,
and of course earlier this year with
Covid-19.

assassination of JFK. In other words, Americans believe that previous generations of U.S.
officials would implement a coup and then
cover it up, but right now our government
surely wouldn’t be lying to us about suchand-such when it’s so important.

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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I’ve come to realize that focusing
on economics, or even politics, is
not enough. As Andrew Breitbart
famously put it: “Politics is
downstream from culture.”

Widening the Scope of Combat
What these episodes have taught me is that
the battle of ideas is on much broader territory than I had been fighting. It didn’t matter how much I, as an economist, could write
persuasive essays spelling out, with airtight
logic, that interest rates perform a social role
and that “easy” Fed policy just sets up another boom-bust cycle. Nope, if the public
has been taught in their history classes as
kids that the Great Depression was caused
by wildcat free market forces, then they are
going to fall hook, line, and sinker for the
casual claims that Ben Bernanke’s massive
rounds of Quantitative Easing “prevented
another Depression.”
More generally, I’ve come to realize that
focusing on economics, or even politics, is
not enough. As Andrew Breitbart famously put it: “Politics is downstream from culture.” Because I am a trained economist, and
frankly had no idea how to “model” or think
rigorously about changing cultural values, I
resisted this insight.
But, inadequate though I feel in the task, I
have decided to embark on a three-part se-

ries here in the LMR, in order to help shed
light on these trends. As I’ll explain, it’s not
a coincidence that the assault on our liberties seems coordinated. On the contrary, this
has been a dedicated campaign, particularly
coming from avowed socialists.
And lest the reader worry that I’m spinning out “conspiracy theories”: No, as I’ll
document, these people are quite open about
their agenda and strategy for political success. There’s nothing hidden about it.

An Illustrative Example: Naomi Klein on
Climate Change
Later in this essay I’m going to turn the
clock back to the formation of the public
(i.e. government) school system in the United States, as I start my historical journey in
this 3-part series. But let me first take a more
recent example that epitomizes the pattern
I’m trying to document.
Specifically, let me quote from Naomi
Klein’s 2015 book, THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING: Capitalism vs. the Climate. As
you’ll see, Klein admits that she only began
championing the cause of climate change
when she realized how much it advanced
with her pre-existing political agenda. You
rarely see such frankness, which is why I
hope the reader will forgive me for a long
excerpt:
I denied climate change for longer than I
care to admit. I knew it was happening,
sure. Not like Donald Trump and the Tea

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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Partiers going on about how the continued
existence of winter proves it’s all a hoax. But
I stayed pretty hazy on the details and only
skimmed most of the news stories, especially
the really scary ones. I told myself the science
was too complicated and that the environmentalists were dealing with it…
…
I have begun to understand how climate
change—if treated as a true planetary
emergency akin to those rising flood waters—could become a galvanising force
for humanity, leaving us all not just safer
from extreme weather, but with societies that are safer and fairer in all kinds of
other ways as well. The resources required
to rapidly move away from fossil fuels and
prepare for the coming heavy weather could
pull huge swaths of humanity out of poverty,
providing services now sorely lacking, from
clean water to electricity, and on a model
that is more democratic and less centralized
than the models of the past. This is a vision of
the future that goes beyond just surviving or
enduring climate change, beyond “mitigating” and “adapting” to it in the grim language of the United Nations. It is a vision
in which we collectively use the crisis to
leap somewhere that seems, frankly, better
than where we are right now.
Once the lens shifted from one of crisis to
possibility, I discovered that I no longer
feared immersing myself in the scientific reality of the climate threat. And like
many others, I have begun to see all kinds
of ways that climate change could become a

catalysing force for positive change—how
it could be the best argument progressives
have ever had to demand the rebuilding
and reviving of local economies; to re-claim
our democracies from corrosive corporate influence; to block harmful new free trade deals
and rewrite old ones; to invest in starving
public infrastructure like mass transit and
affordable housing; and to take back ownership of essential services like energy and water. All of which would help to end grotesque
levels of inequality within our nations and
between them.
There is a rich populist history of winning
big victories for social and economic justice
in the midst of large-scale crises. These include, most notably, the policies of the New
Deal after the market crash of 1929 and the
birth of countless social programs after the
second world war…
I am convinced that climate change represents a historic opportunity on an even
greater scale. [Naomi Klein, bold added.]1
Now to be sure, Klein didn’t actually say,
“I don’t think climate change is a threat, I’m
just making it up in order to push through
my progressive agenda.” But surely we can
see the incentive to exaggerate the threat—
even to fool one’s self, as it were—when it is
admittedly “the best argument progressives
have ever had.”
This is the general phenomenon that I am
going to document during this 3-part series.
Going back to the 1800s, we can find example after example of the enemies of capital-

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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ism openly admitting that their support for
some seemingly innocuous tenet of “social
justice” is actually tied to the achievement of
their political ends.
To reiterate, the overall purpose of this investigation is to shed light on why it is that
the defenders of capitalism always seem to
be under a coordinated assault on multiple
fronts. The answer is: because they are.

The Origins of the Public School in the
U.S.
I went to Hillsdale College because it
taught Austrian Economics—indeed, it was
the home of the personal book collection of
Ludwig von Mises. For one of my classes, I
wrote a paper on the origins of the public
school (in the United States). My professor
(Gary Wolfram) liked it so much that he
told me to submit it to the Foundation for
Economic Education (FEE), where it was
published in the Freeman.2
Although the ostensible justifications for
establishing public (i.e. government) schools
was to educate the poor, one of the more specific motivations was the conflict between
Catholics and Protestants. Yet beyond these
religious disputes, in my research I discovered that the undisputed father of the U.S.
public school—Horace Mann—wrote some
pretty shocking things about his pet project.
For example, in his 1891 annual report to
the Boston authorities in his capacity as the
Secretary of the Board of Education in Mas-

sachusetts,3 Mann said:
Our common schools are a system of unsurpassable grandeur and efficiency. Their influences reach, with more or less directness
and intensity, all the children belonging
to the State,—children who are soon to be
the State. They act upon these children at the
most impressible period of their existence,
—imparting qualities of mind and heart
which will be magnified by diffusion, and
deepened by time, until they will be evolved
into national character…and, at last, will
tamp their ineffaceable seal upon our history.
[Mann, bold added.]

The overall purpose of this
investigation is to shed light on
why it is that the defenders of
capitalism always seem to be under
a coordinated assault on multiple
fronts. The answer is:
because they are.

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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In my paper I also quoted from Henry
Barnard, arguably the second most important figure behind the drive for U.S. public
schools, who wrote:
No one at all familiar with the deficient
household arrangements and deranged machinery of domestic life, of the extreme poor,
and ignorant, to say nothing of the intemperate—of the examples of rude manners,
impure and profane language, and all the
vicious habits of low bred idleness—can
doubt, that it is better for children to be removed as early and as long as possible from
such scenes and examples.

Thus we see that from its very inception,
the U.S. public school system wasn’t merely an innocuous program for teaching poor
kids how to read and multiply. It was quite
consciously a tool for progressives to instill
each generation of children with civic values
and modes of thought that they weren’t going to get from their parents.

The Fabian Society
I will close out this first article with a discussion of the famous Fabian Society, which
was founded by a group of British socialist
intellectuals in 1884, most notably including Sidney and Beatrice Webb. The Society
was named in honor of the Roman general
Quintus Fabius Maximus Verrucosus, who
was tasked with defending Rome from the
Carthaginian army led by Hannibal.
Fabius knew that if he tried a direct assault on Hannibal, he would be routed and
Rome would fall. Therefore Fabius used delaying tactics to wage a war of attrition. For
example, Fabius might engage in quick raids
against Hannibal’s supply lines, which would
stall the Carthaginian invasion while avoiding exposing the Roman soldiers to attack.

Thus we see that from its very
inception, the U.S. public school
system wasn’t merely an innocuous
program for teaching poor kids how
to read and multiply.

In the context of British politics, the Fabians knew that the masses were not yet ready
for socialism. If they tried to implement it
directly, it would be voted down. Therefore,
the Fabians advocated gradual measures.
In their initial pamphlets they called for a
minimum wage, universal health care, and a

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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Quotes from Famous Fabians

Fabius knew that if he tried a direct
assault on Hannibal, he would
be routed and Rome would fall.
Therefore Fabius used delaying
tactics to wage a war of attrition.

Again, one of the themes in this series is
that I am not spinning out a “conspiracy theory,” because these people aren’t really hiding
what they’re doing. Even with the Fabians,
they’re not taking great pains to keep their
socialist agenda a secret—after all, a true
wolf in sheep’s clothing doesn’t adopt that as
his coat of arms!

welfare state along the Prussian model. The
Fabians literally founded the British Labour Party in 1900. (The Fabian Society also
founded the London School of Economics
in 1895. The existence of trained economists
who were also “coincidentally” socialists
should therefore be less of a surprise.)

Let me end the article by quoting from
three of the most famous intellectuals who
were members of the Fabian Society. The first
is from Bertrand Russell, the famous British
mathematical logician and philosopher, who
admittedly was only briefly a member of the
Society. (He left when he was concerned that
the Fabian stance on foreign policy would
lead to war with Germany.) In his renowned
1952 booklet, The Impact of Science on Society,
Russell (in)famously wrote:

As the example of the Fabian Society showcases, there is no mystery when it comes to
the constant expansion of State power. We
shouldn’t wonder why it is, that whenever
you give the government an inch, it takes a
mile. That’s the plan.
As Jon Perdue reports, “The logo of the
Fabian Society, a tortoise, represented the
group’s predilection for a slow, imperceptible
transition to socialism…” This seems pretty harmless, right? But wait, there’s more:
“…while its coat of arms, a ‘wolf in sheep’s
clothing’, represented its preferred methodology for achieving its goal.”4
Yes, you read that right. The actual coat of
arms for the Fabian Society was a wolf in sheep’s
clothing. We’ve included a photo of it.

I think the subject which will be of most importance politically is mass psychology…Its
importance has been enormously increased
by the growth of modern methods of propaganda. Of these the most influential is what
is called “education.” Religion plays a part,
though a diminishing one; the Press, the cinema and the radio play an increasing part…
…It may be hoped that in time anybody
will be able to persuade anybody of anything if he can catch the patient young and
is provided by the State with money and
equipment.
The subject will make great strides when it

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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is white must be held to show a morbid taste
for eccentricity. But I anticipate. It is for future scientists to make these maxims precise
and discover exactly how much it costs per
head to make children believe that snow is
black, and how much less it would cost to
make them believe it is dark grey.
Although this science will be diligently
studied, it will be rigidly confined to the
governing class. The populace will not be
allowed to know how its convictions were
generated. When the technique has been
perfected, every government that has been
in charge of education for a generation
will be able to control its subjects securely
without the need of armies or policemen.
[Russell, bold added.]5

Yes, you read that right. The actual
coat of arms for the Fabian Society
was a wolf in sheep’s clothing.
We’ve included a photo of it.

is taken up by scientists under a scientific
dictatorship…The social psychologists of
the future will have a number of classes of
school children on whom they will try different methods of producing an unshakable conviction that snow is black. Various
results will soon be arrived at. First, that the
influence of home is obstructive. Second, that
not much can be done unless indoctrination
begins before the age of ten. Third, that verses
set to music and repeatedly intoned are very
effective. Fourth, that the opinion that snow

Although the above quotation is real—I
even bought a copy of Russell’s booklet myself, just to make sure that people on the internet weren’t misquoting him—I do hasten
to add that in context, it’s not as bad as it
sounds (even though it’s still pretty bad). Although it sounds as if he’s endorsing these
trends in the block quotation, if you sit down
and read his essays, you’ll see that that’s not
quite what he’s doing. In his very British
style, Russell is mostly just telling the reader
what to expect, but admittedly he doesn’t
seem too alarmed by it, does he?
As for the famous author H.G. Wells, he
too was a member of the Fabian Society, and
for longer than Russell. (Even Wells eventually split with the group.) As I say folks, this
stuff is all in the open. Wells was a supporter
of one-world government. He wrote a book

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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in 1928 called The Open Conspiracy: Blue
Prints for a World Revolution and another in
1940 called The New World Order. His overall
strategy—like the Fabians in general—was
to achieve one-world government with baby
steps.
But perhaps the most quintessential member of the Fabian Society was the playwright
George Bernard Shaw. Far from being a
sweet old socialist who just wants everybody
to get enough to eat, Shaw—like many progressives of his time—was an open advocate
of eugenics. Here are some choice quotations
from Shaw,6 demonstrating his value system:

Perhaps the most quintessential
member of the Fabian Society was
the playwright George Bernard
Shaw. Far from being a sweet old
socialist who just wants everybody
to get enough to eat, Shaw—like
many progressives of his time—
was an open advocate of eugenics.

Mussolini, Kemal, Pilsudski, Hitler and the
rest can all depend on me to judge them by
their ability to deliver the goods and not by
... comfortable notions of freedom. Stalin has
delivered the goods to an extent that seemed
impossible ten years ago; and I take off my
hat to him accordingly. (1934)
I don’t want to punish anybody, but there
are an extraordinary number of people who
I might want to kill…I think it would be
a good thing to make everybody come before
a properly appointed board just as he might
come before the income tax commissioner and
say every 5 years or every 7 years...Just put
them there and say: ‘Sir,’ –or ‘madam,’– ‘will
you be kind enough to justify your existence?
If you’re not producing as much as you consume or perhaps a little bit more then clearly
we cannot use the big organisation of our
society for the purpose of keeping you alive.
Because your life does not benefit us and it
can’t be of very much use to yourself.’ (1931)

We ought to tackle the Jewish question by admitting the right of States to make eugenic
experiments by weeding out any strains that
they think undesirable, but insisting that
they should do it as humanely as they can
afford to, and not shock civilization by such
misdemeanors as the expulsion and robbery

The Intellectual Foundation of the West’s Slide into Tyranny, Part 1 of 3
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of Einstein. (Letter to Beatrice Webb, 1938)
Now take Stalin himself. He is ‘neither duke
nor peer’, not a king, not a chancellor, not a
dictator, not a Prime Minister, not an archbishop, not entitled to salutes enforced by
youths in coloured shirts, but simply secretary of the supreme controlling organ of the
hierarchy, subject to dismissal at five minutes’ notice if he does not give satisfaction.
This position he has attained through the
survival of the fittest, and has held through
the years of the most appalling vicissitudes
that ever attended the birth pangs of a new
civilisation. (1934)

Conclusion
The defender of economic and civil liberties needs to realize that the forces on the
Left seeking to overthrow capitalism are not
fighting fairly. Some of their leading intellectuals—going back more than a century—
have quite openly advocated taking control
of various institutions—most notably the

schools—in order to transform public opinion and gradually introduce socialism. Although some Fabians publicly profess a desire to achieve their goals democratically, it
is clear from some of their leading members
that violence isn’t verboten per se; it’s just
sometimes not tactically wise.
In the next installment I will focus on the
Italian communist Antonio Gramsci and
the Frankfurt School, home of the so-called
cultural Marxists. These were the master
theorists of achieving socialism through
conquering social and cultural institutions
first, rather than directly putting the matter
up to a vote.
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It was after reading the works of
Augustine of Hippo that I was able to more
accurately comprehend the depravity of man
and how far his violence can actually extend.
Prior to this I was always asking, what many
of us lately are asking, “what’s wrong with
people these days?” The answer quite simply
is that man’s fundamental problem is sin. Although God created man and all of creation
and then declared them to be good, when
sin entered the world, all of creation became
broken. The fall of creation now declares all
of us to be sinners. Consequently, we are all
guilty and under a divine curse. This is why
judging another person can be difficult, and
it should be.
And, yes. You assess me correctly. I am
Christian. So, I naturally think this way.
But, wait just a minute, it is precisely because Augustine’s landmark writings, most
notably “The City of God” and “Confessions,”
were the books that actually influenced the
development of Western philosophy and
Western Christianity for the entire world,

and has done so for centuries. You must admit that this is a monumental phenomenon.
This is why I have searched his books and
his reasoning once again in an effort to make
sense of what, or who, is the invisible culprit to our current coronavirus madness that
has engulfed the world and brought about
all other forms of recent violence. Although
many of us can guess the who and the why,
because it’s perfectly human, broken as we
all are, to want to know what evil looks like.
More importantly, to know that our assessment is accurate.
The world, we all know, has been coming
undone for millennia and many of us have
eventually become aware of it even during
our own lifetimes. Still, it’s very hard for us
to believe what has recently happened to our
country, indeed all nations, and in just a matter of a few short months. Please remember
that this is just July 2020.
So, my burning question is this: Will we
remain passive and silent forever, until all
of what is meaningful in life is completely

Will we remain passive and
silent forever, until all of what is
meaningful in life is completely
destroyed?
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Today, during the time
of this pandemic, we are
living among people of
immense gullibility.

destroyed? Or, will we be moved to act now
before it is too late? But then again, exactly,
how do we actually do it?
When we witness the repeated injustices
to our liberties and continuing violence, and
loss of safety for our children and grandchildren, that is the moment when many of
us are eventually moved to look further and
deeper for answers. Eventually, when we find
the answers, we are motivated to speak out.
But, we must be careful and thoughtful in
pointing fingers.
Readers of our issue know that I have written about “so called” conspiracy theories in
the past because, as we all know, sometimes
they prove to be true. I will do it again in this
LMR article. I want to show you what my
research has uncovered. And, since I intend
to name names, I will be extra careful about
my facts and information. I will let you, our
LMR readers, be the judge and jury of what
I will report.

Assassinations, Like Conspiracies, Are
Real
When I was 16 years old living in Texas at
the time when John F. Kennedy was assassinated, I was absolutely too young to understand politics, much less anything about
how governments worked. I barely knew
what constituted an assassination. The murder of an individual was rarely talked about
in my home or neighborhood. This is one
reason why years later we refer to that period
in time as the age of innocence. We were the
“baby boomers” of that era, and basically, we
were all just children.
But, although widespread, this young innocent view of the world certainly did not apply to every age group. The older generation
of that time had already experienced world
wars and the death of innocent men, women,
and children. They had witnessed the atomic
bomb, the Jewish Holocaust, and the death
camps of Russia’s Joseph Stalin. So, as you
can see, the broken world, as Christianity
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describes it, keeps marching on.

really?”

But this is precisely why we, now the older
generation, need to be vigilant and protective, of especially, our own children. Children
love the beauty and wonder of the world,
but are very susceptible to falling prey to all
kinds of evil forces within it. Even grown
adults many times remain childlike and lack
wisdom, which makes them fall into snares.
This is why Augustine, in all his writings,
never tired of reminding us that the prince
of this world was Satan, “who, like a roaring lion, seeks whom he may devour.”1 The
gullible, we must remember, are always his
easiest kill. Today, during the time of this
pandemic, we are living among people of
immense gullibility.

For sure, the Kennedy’s personas have been
with us for over 50 years and many of us have
read countless books on, especially, John and
Robert Kennedy, the history of their lives,
their terrible assassinations, and of course,
even their affairs. Many of these stories were
not mere theories.

Speaking of President Kennedy, in fact
his entire family, they certainly were an elite
group of individuals. They were immensely
wealthy, physically attractive, and brilliant.
Apparently, they were blessed by God in every humanly way, “but then again, were they

Ted Kennedy, their youngest brother, was
not murdered, but is memorialized by the
events of his Chappaquiddick incident. This
event forevermore hindered his opportunity
of ever becoming president of the United
States. We have grown up knowing them
well, and their stories are a thoughtful reminder of our fallen humanity, even and especially among, the rich and powerful like
their own family.
But, the one Kennedy we know the least
about is the senior Kennedy, and that would
be, Joseph P. Kennedy. It is this particular
Kennedy who will lead off this LMR nar-

A colleague asked
Roosevelt “why he had
appointed such a crook.
Roosevelt replied: it takes
one to catch one.”
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rative, and here’s why. There is an old saying
you may find helpful when reading what I
have to say in “part one” of this rendering. It
goes something like this — “the fish stinks
from the head down.” So, we will start with
the head first, the father.

The Sins of the Father
When President Franklin D. Roosevelt
appointed Joseph P. Kennedy as chairman of
the Securities and Exchange Commission in
1934, a colleague asked Roosevelt “why he

had appointed such a crook. Roosevelt replied: it takes one to catch one.”2 Here, in
one statement, this unflattering comment
from Roosevelt describes the life of Joseph
P. Kennedy and what several sources claim
the elder Kennedy was really like.
Nevertheless, Joseph Kennedy was industrious, ambitious, and smart. John Simkin, a
writer of educational books on the life of the
senior Kennedy, tells us that all of Kennedy’s
grandparents, who were of Irish descent, were
active members of the Democratic Party and
they did very well financially in the United
States. They had immigrated to Massachusetts in the 1840s to escape the Irish famine. Wikipedia tells us that this famine was
a period of starvation in Ireland which took
the lives of one million people, and a million
more people emigrated.
Relying on Simkins’s publication again,
he tells us that “Kennedy studied at Harvard University and in 1914 married Rose
Fitzgerald, the daughter of John Francis
Fitzgerald, the mayor of Boston. The couple
had nine children: Joseph (25th July, 1915),
John (29th May, 1917), Rose (13th September, 1918), Kathleen (20th February, 1920),
Eunice (10th July, 1921), Patricia (16th May,
1924), Robert (20th November, 1925), Jean
(20th February, 1928), and Edward (22th
September, 1932).”3

In response to Kennedy’s
efforts, Roosevelt
appointed Kennedy
as United States
Ambassador to Britain.

Joseph Kennedy started his career as the
manager of a commercial bank and later became its president at the age of 25. The Encyclopedia Britannica and Wikipedia both mention this fact and that friends often heard
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As Ambassador to Britain,
Kennedy was so vocal as
a sympathizer to Adolf
Hitler and his views on
the Jews, that the British
government saw him as
an enemy and traitor.

Kennedy brag to the press that he was the
youngest bank president in America. As his
wealth continued to increase he did prove to
be an astute businessman, who many would
say, did not mind cheating if he had to.
By 1919 Kennedy had left the bank and
had become an expert in the stock market. He
managed the investment firm of Hayden,
Stone and Company and by using insider
trading tricks that today are illegal, he became a multi-millionaire retiring from the
investment business just before the Wall
Street Crash of 1929. (Later, as head of the
Securities and Exchange Commission, he
criminalized the very same tricks that made
him wealthy, making them officially illegal
for anyone else.)
Kennedy was a strong supporter of Franklin D. Roosevelt and he donated and raised
a substantial amount of money to help Roosevelt during the 1932 presidential election.
In response to Kennedy’s efforts, Roosevelt
appointed Kennedy as United States Am-

bassador to Britain.
Simkins’ publication says that Joseph E.
Persico, the author of Roosevelt’s Secret War
(2001) argued that:
“The President may have had an ulterior motive. Joseph Kennedy had proved
something of a misguided missile in
Washington. The right wing saw him
as a renegade, a businessman who attacked his own kind. The left painted
him as a man who could be troublesome for labor. Within the administration, he was counted a power-hungry
publicity hound, a harsh critic of the
administration when it suited him, and
a man whose business dealings might
not stand up to close scrutiny.” 4
One such financial incident in Joseph Kennedy’s past was a 1928 hostile buyout of Pantages Theatre Chain where Alexander Pantages refused to sell out to Kennedy. When
Pantages was later charged and tried for rape,
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his reputation was ruined and he was forced
to sell to Kennedy at a much-reduced price.
At a second trial Pantages claimed that Kennedy had set him up. According to some accounts, the girl who had accused Pantages
of rape, Eunice Pringle, confessed on her
deathbed that Kennedy was the mastermind
of the plot to frame Pantages.
Henry Morgenthau, Secretary of the Treasury under Roosevelt and a close friend,
claimed that Roosevelt had told him that
“Kennedy is too dangerous to have around
here (meaning Washington) ...I have made
arrangements to have Joe Kennedy watched
hourly and the first time he opens his mouth
and criticizes me, I will fire him.”5 As Ambassador to Britain, Kennedy was so vocal as
a sympathizer to Adolf Hitler and his views
on the Jews, that the British government saw
him as an enemy and traitor.
William Donovan, a close advisor to the
White House and friend of President Roosevelt, reported that Ambassador Kennedy
had been placed under electronic surveillance by the British government. In his report to Roosevelt he argued several reasons
why Kennedy should be dismissed, chief
among them was that Kennedy was very
critical of Winston Churchill, and of openly
stating that Britain would lose the war. Roosevelt took Donovan’s counsel. In November,
1940, Kennedy was forced to resign.

Legendary Adulterers
This apparent fall from political grace did
not seem to abate the Kennedys’ pride, nor
to subdue their ambitions, nor their pursuits to amass even more wealth and power.
During the Great Depression, Kennedy vastly increased his fortune which in 1929 was
estimated at $59.6 million in today’s money.
By 1935, just six years later, his wealth had
increased to the equivalent sum of $3.36 billion in today’s money.
As for his boys, John, Robert and Ted—
the eldest son, Joe Jr., died in action during World War 2—they went on to become
wealthy influential politicians as well as, (at
least in the case of President John Kennedy),
notorious womanizers, just like their father
who approved of the practice. It’s an odd relationship that Joseph Kennedy established
with his sons. But one of the most bizarre
examples of marriage in the Kennedy households is displayed by Rose Kennedy, and then
later by the wives of all the Kennedy men.
According to one of Joseph Kennedy’s affair partner, Gloria Swanson (a famous movie actress), it didn’t matter to Rose Kennedy
and she knew all about Joseph Kennedy’s infidelities. So long as she retained the wealth,
privilege and status that were afforded to
members of the Kennedy clan, Rose was
able to carry on. Of course, the secrecy and
protection from the public, press and other
media that the government afforded important members of the White House at that
time, assisted the existence of this lifestyle.
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With regards to Ted Kennedy,
the Chappaquiddick incident
where Mary Jo Kopechne was
drowned is by far the most
inciteful and condemning.

Joseph and all three of his boys were plagued
right up to their adult lives with rumors and
scandals of affairs with other women. Even
Robert Kennedy, the one most believed to be
completely loyal to his wife, was also blamed
in cases of sexual dishonesty.
Kennedy Senior and John Kennedy, the
President, in particular, have the most exhausting list of verifiable sexual improprieties
in the family. In examining this evidence, I
have selected two of the most recognized and
documented accounts attributable to President Kennedy. One is the case of Marilyn
Monroe and the accounts of her death. The
other is Judith Exner, her illegal abortion,
and her and the President’s connections to
the mafia boss, Sam Giancana. Both can be
found on the YouTube links in the resource
list of this article.6

With regards to Ted Kennedy, the Chappaquiddick incident where Mary Jo Kopechne
was drowned is by far the most inciteful and
condemning. According to Kennedy, his
only crime was leaving the scene of the accident and not reporting to the police until
the next day at which point her dead body
had already been fished out of the water. Ted
Kennedy was a U.S. senator at this time, but
escaped any sanctions for the unconfirmed
accident, other than Kennedy’s own word.
Consequently, rumors of foul play lingered
for years afterward up to the time of his
death.7
Although these scandalous stories of the
Kennedy family are tragically immoral, they
in no way impair their brilliant minds and
cunning abilities to navigate effectively as
leaders in this world. Just the same, they are
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fallen creatures like the rest of us. When God
ultimately decides to roll back the scrolls of
time, they must, like everyone else, give an
account of each one of their deeds.
But, I have written this entire Kennedy
chapter in order to introduce to you the next,
and, in my opinion, the most important of
the Kennedys living in our time. As a Kennedy he is by no means a saint, but surprisingly he admits his wrong doings, and is remorseful about them.
Like all Kennedys before him, he is a
Democrat, but he is currently upset with his
party, especially in the midst of government
enforced lockdowns. Many refer to him as a
true hero. But, you be the judge. As for me,

this particular Kennedy has uncovered some
revealing truths that expose the evil being
we have been seeking to hold accountable
for the radical measures being forced upon
much of the world’s population.

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr
Son of the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy
(assassinated in 1968) and nephew of the
late President John F. Kennedy (assassinated
in 1963), Robert F. Kennedy, Jr, is an environmental lawyer. He is also the president
of Waterkeeper Alliance, and the chairman
of Children’s Health Defense. He has spent
the last 15 years advocating for proper safety
testing of vaccines.
Kennedy, an Irish Catholic, has taken on
the unenviable roll of David fighting the
pharmaceutical and big business Goliaths,
and has achieved an enormous $2 billion
victory against Bayer’s Monsanto and its
popular weed killer, Round Up, for causing terminal Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma in
consumers.

Like all Kennedys before
him, he is a Democrat,
but he is currently upset
with his party, especially in
the midst of government
enforced lockdowns.

His recent appeal, dated May 4, 2020, and
addressed to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), was signed by 80 people,
including theologians, journalists, prelates,
doctors, lawyers, and associations. It is a call
to action summarized in the following statements:
“The facts have shown that, under the
pretext of the COVID-19 epidemic,
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the inalienable rights of citizens have,
in many cases, been violated and their
fundamental freedoms, including their
exercise of freedom of worship, and
movement, have been disproportionate and unjustifiably restricted. Public
health must not, and cannot, become
an alibi for infringing on the rights of
millions of people around the world, let
alone for depriving the civil authorities
of its duty to act wisely for the common
good.”8
Signed by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr, this Appeal
for dignity to the Church and for the world
is in six languages and reminds all Christians
among all other things already mentioned,that
it is morally unacceptable to develop or use
vaccines derived from material from aborted
fetuses. The entire Appeal can be read here:
https://veritasliberabitvos.info/appeal/

Signed by Robert F. Kennedy,
Jr, this Appeal for dignity to
the Church and for the world
is in six languages.

Next Month in the LMR: In Part Two of
The Global “Lock Step Scenario,” the World
Health Organization, Dr. Anthony Fauci,
Bill Gates, and The Rockefeller Foundation.
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capitalistic principles. Gilad is an avid tennis player and a sci-fi enthusiast.
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LARA-MURPHY REPORT: How did you discover Austrian economics?
GILAD ALPER: I always had a general affinity for libertarian principals
(in Israel we use the term “liberal,” which mostly kept its original meaning) but my views took a more explicit form following the 2008 financial
crisis. I was introduced to Austrian economics by Peter Schiff through his
old Wall St. “Unspun” podcast. Since then I read Mises, Rothbard, Hayek,
Murphy (I even published The Politically Incorrect Guide to Capitalism in
Hebrew), Callahan, as well as non-Austrian free market economists such
as Bryan Caplan, David Friedman, Milton Friedman (whose 1978 lectures
on YouTube are a must-see in my view) and others. I find Austrian economics appealing because of the business cycle theory that seems to put

“I find Austrian economics
appealing because of the
business cycle theory that
seems to put the blame on the
true culprits.”

the blame on the true culprits—and surely what has transpired since 2008
should give credence to the notion that modern central banks are destroying free market capitalism. I also like Austrian economics because of its
suspicion toward excessive empiricism and because of its suspicion toward
politicians, bureaucracies, and the state, a suspicion that I think is almost
self-evident in 2020. (I guess I’m mixing descriptive and normative but the
intention is clear I hope.)
LMR: Does your knowledge of Austrian economics affect decisions you
make in your “day job”?
GA: Yes, to a degree. Wherever you look, you see the impact of cheap
money, moral hazard (the bailouts of airlines during the Covid-19 crisis is
a good example), and deepening state intervention on companies. This has
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implications for investors. The most recent example is the ability to forecast
that the reaction of central banks to the epidemic will trigger a rise in the
price of gold. I’m happy/sad to say that such insights are not commonplace
in an industry that follows CNBC and mainstream media drivel. So my
interest in Austrian economics and my interest in more academic-leaning
financial commentary do confer a competitive advantage and allow me to
give to my clients advice that they most likely don’t get from anyone else.
LMR: What is the political climate like in Israel? Due to the military conflict over Palestine, there is a tendency in the West to regard Israeli governments and culture as “right wing” but that’s actually not correct in terms of
standard political orthodoxy, is it?

“The most recent example is
the ability to forecast that the
reaction of central banks to
the epidemic will trigger a rise
in the price of gold.”

GA: I should start by noting that the US is surrounded by Canada in the
north, Mexico in the south, and oceans on both sides. In addition, it is vastly larger in population and richer than its neighbors, and as far as I know
none of its neighbors has expressed a wish to obliterate the country—at
least not recently. Israel is in a different situation: vastly smaller in area and
population than its neighbors, and has been threatened both in terms of
actual military/terroristic actions and verbal smearing for decades. You can
argue on whose fault it was initially but that doesn’t change the facts today.
My point is that this situation has made the population concerned with its
physical safety and so geopolitics tends to dominate the political discourse.
There are also religious sentiments that come into play but that’s beyond
Putting the Blame On the True Culprits
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the scope of this interview.
From an economic perspective, the regime is quite statist; the country was
founded by socialists and that is still the DNA of the place. Israel suffers
from a heavy burden of regulations, taxes, state intervention, and cronyism. The real estate market is essentially run by the state and the education
system is horrible, no school choice or vouchers. Fortunately, the culture is
also entrepreneurial and risk-taking and so the tech industry is flourishing.
The tech industry is mostly unregulated and enjoys many tax breaks – the
one good thing our politicians haven’t destroyed yet.
Socially, the regime is leaning to authoritarianism – cannabis and even
CBD are illegal, professional poker games are illegal, gambling is illegal
and very recently, the parliament passed laws against prostitution.

“The regime is quite statist;
the country was founded by
socialists and that is still the
DNA of the place.”

LMR: We understand you’ve formed a “shadow government” on Facebook—somewhat tongue-in-cheek of course. Can you explain the context?
GA: The UK has a shadow government with ministers that counter and
scrutinize the actions of the corresponding official government ministers.
While this tradition doesn’t exist in Israel, I thought it could be a useful gimmick to have a “Facebook Shadow Government” with likeminded
libertarians. I’m the finance minister of this “government”, we also have a
public security minister, a commerce, industry and labor minster etc. The
economy is doing so badly these days, that there’s no shortage of things to
talk about for the shadow ministers.
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LMR: Finally, what do you think the US government should do vis-à-vis
the Middle East? We know plenty of American libertarians and American
conservatives who voice opinions on this question, but it’s interesting to
ask an Israeli libertarian his view.
GA: This is a difficult one. If I were an American, I’d probably be a Ron
Paul-type isolationist. But as an Israeli I’d be worried of such a development because Israel needs a powerful ally. What saddens me is that especially among US libertarians there’s a strong anti-Israeli sentiment. So
strong it borders on nasty. Apparently, Israel is considered as the poster-boy
of US involvement in foreign countries. But Israel doesn’t deserve to be on

“If I were an American, I’d
probably be a Ron Paultype isolationist. But as an
Israeli I’d be worried of such
a development because Israel
needs a powerful ally.”

this dubious pedestal. Unlike Japan, South Korea or Germany, there’re very
few American soldiers stationed in Israel. Yes, Israel is a major recipient of
military aid—to the tune of $3 - $4 billion a year—but most of this money
is spent in the US. It’s more a feature of US corporate welfare than Israel
taking advantage of America. It’s also costing the Israeli weapons industry
dearly as it limits commercial relationships with countries the US is not
fond of or wants to keep for itself. I can expand on this but I’d simply refer
readers to an article I wrote a few years ago: https://tinyurl.com/galus2020

Note: The economists and financial professionals interviewed in the LMR are given the freedom to express their views, without necessarily implying endorsement from the editors.
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FUND YOUR OWN

BAILOUT
If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to
finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any thing
else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The rebirth
of PRIVATIZED BANKING is underway. You can take advantage of the years of
experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you.
Go to LARA-MURPHY.COM to find these and other fine books.

